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Abstract: This paper deals with the simulation and implementation of fixed capacitor thyristor controlled

reactor system. The TCR system is simulated using MATLA B and the simulation results are presented. The

power and control circuits are simulated. Laboratory model for the FCR – TCR system is implemented using

89C2051 and it is tested. The current drawn by the TCR varies with the variation in the firing angle. The

experimental results are compared with the simulation results.      
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INTRODUCTION

In the control of Electric Power Systems, systems and

procedures are used to compensate dynamically the

detrimental effects of non-linear loads. The compensation

process should be carried out without important alteration

of source signal quality. Some benefits are expected using

compensation reduction of losses in distribution lines,

harmonic content minoration, and power factor

improvement. The dynamic behavior of industrial loads

requires the use of compensator that can  be adapted to

load changes. Unfortunately, the techniques frequently

used for compensation are based on circuit controllers that

alter the waveform of the signal subjected to control. Such

is  the  case of  the static compensator (Miller, 1982; Lee

et al., 1992), which must perform harmonic cancellation,

reactive power compensation, power factor correction,

and  energy  saving.  Although the static compensator is

commonly used and studied under sinusoidal voltage

conditions, waveforms corresponding to the controlled

current present high harmonic content.

This paper focuses on the thyristor-controlled reactor

(Karady, 1993)  as shown in Fig 1a. Compensation with

TCR  consists  of controlling the current in the reactor L

from a maximum (thyristor valve closed) to zero (thyristor

Fig 1a: Circuit of TCR

Fig.1b.FC- TCR circuit model
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valve open) by the method of firing delay angle control.

The fixed capacitor (FC) and TCR constitute a basic VAR-

generator arrangement (FC-TCR). The constant capacitive

VAR generation of C is opposed by the variable VAR

absorption of the TCR. The circuit model of FC TCR

system is show n in Fig 1b. TCR is added in parallel with

the fixed capacitor to get smooth variation of reactive

power.

Calculation of the firing  angle can be made in the time

domain (Gomez, et al, 1992) or in the frequency domain

(Montafeo, et al, 1993; Montafeo,et al 1994), using

different approaches. Assuming the supply voltage to be

sinusoidal, calculation of the firing  angle is obtained with

  minimum   complexity  (M iller ,  1982;Guitierrez,  et al

,1993). However, the increase in  " = B / 2 to " = B,

produces increasing distortion of the current in the TCR

branch, and consequently that of line current. It increases

the rms value of the line current and the THD, and

deteriorates the power factor. Optimal location of multitype

 Facts  devices  in  a  power  system by means of genetic

 algorithm  is  given  by  (  Stephane  Gerbex , et al, 2001).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three bus FC-TCR system can be solved using gauss

seidal or Newton Raphson method But they gives the ready

made solution of the network.

FC-TCR system can be controlled with analog firing

control. Digital control using 8085/8086 was implemented

The literature (Miller, 1982) to (Vilathgamuna, et al

2002) does not deal with the implementation of FC-TCR

using 89C2051. An attempt is made in the present work to

implement FC-TCR system using low cost embedded

controller.

FC–TCR System: V(t) is the input AC source, Z L

indicates the line impedance.TCR is realized using L and

antiparallel switch T. Load is represented as a series

combination of RC and LL.

The mathematical expression are as follows 

Io Rms = VS / R ( 4(1- " / B) (Cos 2 "+1/2)+ 6 / B Sin " Cos

            ") 1/2  ( 1 )

Po  =  Io 
2 R ( 2 )

PF  =  Po ave  /   VS IS ( 3 )

RESULTS

Simulation Results: The simulation was done using

Matlab Simulink version 7.2 and the results are presented

here. Current waveform for single phase TC R circuit is

shown in Fig 2a. Real and reactive powers with  " = 162/

is show n in Fig 2b.The bidirectional switch is implemented

using 4 diodes  and  one  thyristor. The current through

TCR with " =144/ is  shown  in  Fig 3a.The  real  and

 reactive  powers with " = 144/ is show n in Fig 3b. It can

Fig 2a: TCR Current Waveform with Alpha = 162 Degree

Fig 2b: Real &Reactive Power with Alpha = 162 Degree

Fig 3a: TCR Current Waveform with Alpha = 144 Degree

Fig 3b: Real &Reactive Power with Alpha = 144 Degree

be seen that the current can be varied by varying the firing

angle.  The  current  decreases with the increase in firing
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angle. Thus the reactive power can be varied by varying

the firing angle. 

Experimental results: Laboratory model of FC – TCR is

fabricated and tested. The firing pulses are generated using

the microcontroller 89C2051. These pulses are amplified

using the driver IC IR2110. Experimental setup of the

hardware is shown in Fig 4a. Triggering pulses are shown

in  Fig  4b.They  are  synchronized  w ith  the zero

crossings of the  supply  voltage.  The  current waveforms

Fig 4a: Experimental setup of the hardware

Fig 4b Triggering pulses

Fig 4c: Current Waveform with Alpha = 162 Degree

with " = 162/ , 144/ , 128/ and  98/ are shown in figures

4c,4d,4e  and 4f respectively. The current decreases with

 the increase in the firing angle. Thus the reactive power

can be varied by varying the firing angle.

Fig 4d: Current Waveform with Alpha = 144 Degree

Fig 4e: Current Waveform with Alpha = 120 Degree

Fig 4f : Current Waveform with Alpha = 98 Degree

CONCLUSION 

The variation of reactive power using FC-TCR and

tapped inductor FC-TCR systems is analyzed. The

variation of reactive power with the variation in the firing

angle is studied. The range of reactive power control can

be increased by using the combination of thyristor

controlled reactor and fixed capacitor system. The circuit

model for FC-TCR is obtained and the same is used for

simulation using Matlab Simulink. From the simulation

studies  it  is  observed  that  reactive  power variation is
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smoother by using FC TCR system. The experimental
results are almost similar to the simulation results. The
experimental results differ slightly due to the resistance of
the TCR.

NOTATIONS

Io Rm s  = RMS output current
VS     = Source Voltage  

R       = Resistance of TCR
Po      = Average output power
Io       = Output RMS Current
Po ave   = Average output Power
IS       = RMS source current
"       = Firing angle delay
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